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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are hurricanes becoming more powerful and destructive?  Are these changes due to a natural cycle of hurricane activity or are they caused by human-induced climate change?  Although this is currently a hot debate among scientists, new research suggests that the destructive potential of hurricanes is increasing due to the heating of the oceans. Image: Satellite image of Hurricane Floyd approaching the east coast of Florida in 1999.  The image has been digitally enhanced to lend a three-dimensional perspective.  Credit: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center. 



Two Key Issues:

• How does climate change affect hurricane activity?

• Do hurricanes respond passively to climate change 
or do they play an active role in regulating climate? 

NOAA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will address two key issues: 1) How does climate change affect hurricane activity?2) Do hurricanes respond passively to climate change or do they play an active role in regulating climate?Image: Hurricane Katrina - Hurricane Katrina regional imagery, 2005.08.28 at 1515Z. Centerpoint Latitude: 26:13:59N Longitude: 88:08:03W. Hurricane Katrina is moving west-northwest near 12 MPH. A turn toward the northwest is expected over the next 24 hours.  Credit: US Dept of Commerce, NOAA, NESDIS (http://www.nnvl.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/index.cgi?page=items&ser=109663&large=1).



What is a Hurricane?

Formal definition: 
A tropical cyclone with 1-
minute average winds at an 
altitude of 10 meters in 
excess of 32 meters/second 
(64 knots or 74 mph) 
located over the North 
Atlantic or eastern North 
Pacific

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These images of Hurricane Georges show the hurricane at three different times in late September of 1998. A tropical cyclone can be categorized as a hurricane, typhoon, tropical storm, or tropical depression depending on its location and strength.DefinitionsA hurricane, sometimes referred to as a typhoon or in general as a tropical cyclone, is a tropical cyclone with 1-minute average winds at an altitude of 10 meters in excess of 32 meters/second (64 knots, 74 miles per hour, or 118 kilometers/hour) located over the North Atlantic or eastern North Pacific.A tropical storm is an organized system of strong thunderstorms with a defined surface circulation and maximum sustained winds between 17 and 32 meters/second (34–63 knots, 39–73  miles per hour, or 62–117 kilometers/hour).  At this point, the distinctive cyclonic shape starts to develop, though an eye is usually not present.  Government weather services assign first names to systems that reach this intensity.A tropical depression is an organized system of clouds and thunderstorms with a defined surface circulation and maximum sustained winds of less than 17 meters/second (33 knots, 38  miles per hour, or 62 kilometers/hour).  It has no eye, and does not typically have the organization or the spiral shape of more powerful storms. Source: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricanes). Note that Wikipedia entries are not necessarily peer reviewed by scientists and may not be authoritative sources. �Image: Data derived from NOAA GOES satellite.  Credit: Dennis Chesters, Marit Jentoft-Nilsen, Craig Mayhew, and Hal Pierce, Laboratory for Atmospheres, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (http://rsd.gsfc.nasa.gov/rsd/images/Georges.html).�����



The word Hurricane is derived 
from the Mayan word Hunraken
and the Taino and Carib word 
Huracan, a terrible God of Evil, 
and was brought to the West by 
Spanish explorers

Universal Symbol of a 
Tropical Cyclone

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The word hurricane is derived from the Mayan word Hunraken (Mayan God of Storms) and the Taino and Carib word Huracan, a terrible God of Evil, and was brought to the West by Spanish explorers.The universal symbol of a tropical cyclone has two arms spiraling out from the center and resembles the basic structure of ancient drawings and carvings of Huracan.  This pattern is seen in radar and satellite imagery of hurricanes (with the arms curved in the opposite direction in the southern hemisphere), but it is unknown how people detected the shape of a hurricane prior to these technologies.Sources: American Meteorological Society Glossary (http://amsglossary.allenpress.com/glossary/search?id=hurricane1).Caribseek Hurricanes (http://hurricanes.caribseek.com/).Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricanes).Image: Universal Symbol of a Tropical Cyclone.    



Where and When do Tropical 
Cyclones Occur?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where and when do tropical cyclones occur?Image: Hurricane Katrina - Hurricane Katrina regional imagery, 2005.08.28 at 1515Z. Centerpoint Latitude: 26:13:59N Longitude: 88:08:03W. Hurricane Katrina is moving west-northwest near 12 MPH.  A turn toward the northwest is expected over the next 24 hours.  Credit: US Dept of Commerce, NOAA, NESDIS (http://www.nnvl.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/index.cgi?page=items&ser=109663&large=1).



Global Tropical Cyclones: 
20 Years of Tracks (1985 – 2005)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The formation of tropical cyclones is still not fully understood, but is the topic of extensive ongoing research.  Six general factors are necessary to make tropical cyclone formation possible, although tropical cyclones may occasionally form without meeting these conditions:Water temperatures of at least 26.5 °C (80°F) down to a depth of at least 50 meters (150 feet).  Waters of this temperature cause the overlying atmosphere to be unstable enough to sustain convection and thunderstorms.An atmosphere which cools fast enough with height such that it is potentially unstable to moist convection.  This allows the release of latent heat, which is the source of energy in a tropical cyclone.High humidity, especially in the lower-to-mid troposphere.  When there is a great deal of moisture in the atmosphere, conditions are more favorable for disturbances to develop.Low values (less than about 37 kilometers/hour or 23 miles per hour) of vertical wind shear, the change in wind speed with height, between the surface and the upper troposphere.  When wind shear is high, the convection in a cyclone or disturbance will be disrupted, blowing the system apart.Generally a minimum distance of at least 480 kilometers (300 miles) from the equator.  Tropical cyclones rarely form or move within about 5 degrees of the equator, where the Coriolis effect, the force that initiates and maintains tropical cyclone rotation, is weakest. A pre-existing system of disturbed weather.  The system must have some sort of circulation as well as a low pressure center (from and for more information see http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/tcfaq/A15.html, http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/tcfaq/A16.html, andhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricanes).Most tropical cyclones form in a worldwide band of thunderstorm activity called the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) or Intertropical Discontinuity (ITD).  Most of these systems form between 10 and 30 degrees of the equator and 87% form within 20 degrees of it. DefinitionsConvection is the transfer of potential energy, for example heat, by currents within liquids and gases (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convection). Latent heat describes the amount of energy in the form of heat that is required for a material to undergo a change of phase (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent_heat). The Troposphere is the lowermost portion of Earth's atmosphere.  It is the densest layer of the atmosphere and contains approximately 75% of the mass of the atmosphere and almost all the water vapor and aerosol.  The depth of the troposphere is greatest in the tropics (about 16km) and smallest at the poles (about 8km).  The word troposphere stems from the Greek "tropos" for "turning" or "mixing". The troposphere is the most turbulent part of the atmosphere and is the part of the atmosphere in which most weather phenomena are seen.  Generally, jet aircraft fly just above the troposphere to avoid turbulence (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Troposphere).Wind shear is a difference in wind speed and/or direction between two points in the atmosphere.  Depending whether the two points are at different altitudes or at geographically different locations, shear can be either vertical or horizontal (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_shear).The Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), also known as the Intertropical Discontinuity (ITD), Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), Intertropical Front, or the Equatorial Convergence Zone, is a belt of low pressure girdling Earth at the equator.  It is formed by the vertical ascent of warm, moist air from the latitudes above and below the equator (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intertropical_Convergence_Zone). The Coriolis effect is an apparent deflection of a moving object in a rotating frame of reference.  The Coriolis effect caused by the rotation of the Earth is responsible for the direction of rotation of cyclones.  In general, the effect deflects objects moving along the surface of the Earth to the right in the Northern hemisphere and to the left in the Southern hemisphere.  As a consequence, winds around the center of a cyclone rotate counterclockwise on the northern hemisphere and clockwise on the southern hemisphere.  However the Coriolis effect is not a determining factor in the rotation of water in toilets or bathtubs (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coriolis_effect).Potential energy is energy that is captured in an object, with the potential to be released.  Examples of different types of potential energy include gravitational, elastic, or electrical potential energy (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potential_energy).Sources: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, http://www.noaa.gov).Atlantic Oceonographic and meteorological Laboratory.  Hurricane Research Division.  NOAA (http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/tcfaq/A15.html and http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/tcfaq/A16.html).Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convection, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coriolis_effect, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricanes, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent_heat, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potential_energy, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Troposphere, and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_shear).Image: This map shows the tracks of all Tropical cyclones which formed worldwide from 1985 to 2005.  The points show the locations of the storms at six-hourly intervals and use the color scheme shown to the right from Saffir-Simposon Hurricane Scale.  Created using User:jdorje/Tracks by Nilfanion on 2006-08-05. Background image from Image:Whole_world_-_land_and_oceans.jpg (NASA).  Tracking data for storms in the North Atlantic and East Pacific is from the National Hurricane Center.  Tracking data for storms in the Indian Ocean, the Northwest Pacific and the South Pacific is from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center.  Tracking data for Cyclone Catarina in the South Atlantic was published in Gary Padgett's April 2004 Monthly Tropical Cyclone Summary and was originally produced by Roger Edson, University of Guam.  Source: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Global_tropical_cyclone_tracks-edit2.jpg).



Annual Cycle of Tropical Cyclones
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows the average number of tropical cyclones occurring every month in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.  Hurricanes are most likely to occur during summer and fall months, when temperatures are warmer.  Notice that this occurs at opposite times of year for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres (but the x-axis of the graph has been adjusted to align hurricane season for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres).Image:  Annual Cycle of Tropical Cyclones.  Adapted from Emanuel, K. A., 2005: Divine Wind: The history and science of hurricanes. Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 304 pp. Copyrighted 2005 by Oxford University Press. 



Hurricane Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image: Hurricane Katrina - Hurricane Katrina regional imagery, 2005.08.28 at 1515Z. Centerpoint Latitude: 26:13:59N Longitude: 88:08:03W. Hurricane Katrina is moving west-northwest near 12 MPH.  A turn toward the northwest is expected over the next 24 hours.  Credit: US Dept of Commerce, NOAA, NESDIS (http://www.nnvl.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/index.cgi?page=items&ser=109663&large=1).



The View from Space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reconnaissance aircraft, radar, and satellites have provided new perspectives and a greater understanding of hurricanes.  Pilots that fly into the eye of the hurricane have became known as Hurricane Hunters (from and for more information see www.hurricanehunters.com/).This is a satellite image of Hurricane Floyd near Florida in 1999.  The eye of the hurricane in this image has a diameter of approximately 50 kilometers (30 miles).   The eye is a region of mostly calm weather found at the center of strong tropical cyclones.  The eye of a storm is usually circular and typically 25–40–65 kilometers (40 miles) in diameter.  It is surrounded by the eyewall, where the most severe weather of a cyclone occurs.DefinitionsReconnaissance is the military term for the active gathering of information about an enemy, or other conditions, by physical observation (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reconnaissance). The eye of a hurricane is an area characterized by sinking air at the center of circulation in a strong tropical cyclone.  Weather in the eye is normally calm and free of clouds (however, the sea may be extremely violent).  The eye is normally circular in shape, and may range in size from 3 km to 320 km (2 miles to 200 miles) in diameter.  The eyewall is a band around the eye where clouds reach highest, winds are the strongest, and precipitation is heaviest.  The heaviest wind damage occurs where a hurricane's eyewall passes over land. Sources: The Hurricane Hunters (www.hurricanehunters.com/).Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricanes).Image: Satellite image of Hurricane Floyd approaching the east coast of Florida in 1999.  The image has been digitally enhanced to lend a three-dimensional perspective.  Credit: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a view of the eye of Hurricane Emilia of 1994 and the thick, swirling clouds of the surrounding eyewall.Image: The eye of Hurricane Emilia over the eastern North Pacific on July 19, 1994, at 19:33 GMT.  Credit: NASA Johnson Space Center Digital Image Collection. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This picture of the eye of Hurricane Georges of 1998 was taken from a manned reconnaissance aircraft. Reconnaissance aircraft fly directly into the cyclone and take direct and remote-sensing measurements.  The aircraft also collect data on temperature, humidity, pressure, and especially winds between flight level and the ocean's surface. Source: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricanes).Image:  The eye of Hurricane Georges in photo taken from a reconnaissance aircraft. The eyewall at right is casting a shadow across part of the eyewall ahead.  Credit: Michael Black, Hurricane Research Division, NOAA-AOML, Miami, Florida. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image: The eye of Hurricane Katrina of 2005 taken from a manned reconnaissance aircraft.  Credit: NOAA.



Hurricane Structure: Wind Speed

Azimuthal component of wind
< 11 mph - > 145 mph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows a composite view of the distribution of wind speed in a typical hurricane.  The black dashed lines indicate altitudes where reconnaissance aircraft collected data.  Dark blue represents light wind (5 meters/second or 11 miles per hour) and orange represents the strongest winds (more than 65 meters/second or 145 miles per hour).  As you can see in the figure, the strongest winds occur near the bottom of the hurricane in a ring around the eyewall.  Source: Emanuel, K. A., 2005: Divine Wind: The history and science of hurricanes. Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 304 pp. Image: Hurricane Wind Speed.  Credit: Emanuel, K. A., 2005: Divine Wind: The history and science of hurricanes. Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 304 pp. Copyrighted 2005 by Oxford University Press. 



Updraft Speed

Vertical Air Motion

Strong upward motion in the eyewall

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image shows a composite view of the distribution of updraft (vertical air motion) in a typical hurricane based on computer model calculations.  The yellow and orange represent a strong upward motion in the eyewall.  There are benefits and limitations to using models to better understand natural phenomena.  Often in the process of simplifying reality to create a model, important processes are lost.  For example, this model, created by averaging air motion, does not show the strong updrafts that characterize the spiral rain bands, but it is useful for seeing the strong updraft in the eyewall.Source: Emanuel, K. A., 2005: Divine Wind: The history and science of hurricanes. Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 304 pp. Image:  Vertical Air Motion in a Hurricane.  Credit: Emanuel, K. A., 2005: Divine Wind: The history and science of hurricanes. Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 304 pp.  Copyrighted 2005 by Oxford University Press.  



Temperature perturbation

Hurricane Temperature

No temperature difference - > 16°C (29°F) warmer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tropical cyclones are characterized and driven by the release of large amounts of latent heat of condensation as moist air is carried upwards and its water vapor condenses.  This heat is distributed vertically, around the center of the storm.  Thus, at any given altitude (except close to the surface where water temperature dictates air temperature) the environment inside the cyclone is warmer than its outer surroundings.  This figure shows temperature differences between any point close to the storm and a comparable point at the same altitude that is not affected by the storm.  Light blue represents no temperature difference.  Yellow represents a temperature difference of more than 16°C (29°F).  Each shade between these extremes indicates an incremental change of of 1°C (1.8°F).  DefinitionsCondensation is the change in matter of a substance to a denser phase, such as a gas (or vapor) to a liquid.  Sources:  Emanuel, K. A., 2005: Divine Wind: The history and science of hurricanes. Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 304 pp. Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricanes).Image:  Hurricane Temperature.  Credit: Emanuel, K. A., 2005: Divine Wind: The history and science of hurricanes. Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 304 pp.  Copyrighted 2005 by Oxford University Press.  



Airborne Radar

360 km

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tropical cyclones far from land are tracked by weather satellites capturing visible and infrared images from space, usually at half-hour to quarter-hour intervals.  As a storm approaches land, it can be observed by land-based Doppler radar.  Radar plays a crucial role around landfall because it shows a storm's location and intensity minute by minute.All tropical cyclones rotate around an area of low atmospheric pressure near the Earth's surface.  The pressures recorded at the centers of tropical cyclones are among the lowest that occur on Earth's surface at sea level. This radar reflectivity map of Hurricane Floyd of 1999 shows how much rain, snow, and hail are in the air.  Bands of showers and thunderstorms spiral cyclonically toward the storm center.  High wind gusts and heavy downpours often occur in individual rainbands, with relatively calm weather between bands. DefinitionsA weather satellite is a type of satellite that is primarily used to monitor the weather and climate of the Earth.  In addition to monitoring clouds and cloud systems, weather satellites can collect environmental information on city lights, fires, pollution, auroras, sand and dust storms, snow cover, ice mapping, boundaries of ocean currents, energy waste, etc. (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weather_satellites).Infrared (IR) radiation is electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths longer than visible light but shorter than radio waves (wavelengths approximately between 0.75 and 1000 millimeters or 750 nanometers and 1 millimeter).  The name means "below red" (from the Latin infra, "below"), red being the color of visible light of longest wavelength (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrared_radiation). Doppler radar uses the Doppler effect to measure the relative velocity information from a radar system.  The Doppler effect shifts the frequency of the radar reflection based on the relative velocity (speed) of the "target", allowing for the direct and highly accurate measurement of speed. Doppler radars were originally developed for military radar systems, but have since become a part of almost all radar systems, including weather radar and radar guns for traffic police and sports (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doppler_radar). Electromagnetic radiation is generally described as a self-propagating wave in space with electric and magnetic components.  These components oscillate (move back and forth at a constant rate between two points) at right angles to each other and to the direction of propagation, and are in phase with each other. Electromagnetic radiation is classified into types according to the frequency of the wave: these types include, in order of increasing frequency, radio waves, microwaves, infrared radiation, visible light, ultraviolet radiation, X-rays and gamma rays (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_radiation#_note-0). Sources: Emanuel, K. A., 2005: Divine Wind: The history and science of hurricanes. Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 304 pp. Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doppler_radar, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_radiation#_note-0,  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricanes, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrared_radiation, and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weather_satellites).Image: Radar reflectivity map of Hurricane Floyd of 1999 from a hurricane reconnaissance aircraft flying the eye.  Credit: Frank Marks, Hurricane Research Division, NOAA-AOML, Miami, Florida. 



120 km

20 km

Cross-section of Radar Reflectivity

+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image is a vertical cross-section of radar reflectivity map in the previous slide.   While collecting this data, a hurricane reconnaissance aircraft was located in the eye of the hurricane (located at the “+” sign).  The diameter of this storm is approximately 120 kilometers (75 miles).The colors are the different amounts of reflectivity measured in dBZ (decibels of Z) during each scan.  The dBZ scale represents the intensity of rainfall. Light rain is usually associated with a dBZ value of 20.  Higher dBZ values represent more intense rains.  Notice that the most heaviest rainfall is  occurring in the lower portion of the eyewall of the hurricane.Sources: Emanuel, K. A., 2005: Divine Wind: The history and science of hurricanes. Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 304 pp. National Service Weather Radar Image (http://weather.noaa.gov/radar/radinfo/radinfo.html)Image: Vertical cross-section of radar reflectivity in Hurricane Floyd of 1999.  Credit: Frank Marks, Hurricane Research Division, NOAA-AOML, Miami, Florida. 



Hurricane Risk

• Tropical cyclones account for the bulk of natural 
catastrophe U.S. insurance losses 

• Risk assessment is vital to the insurance industry 
and to government disaster preparedness programs

• Losses vary roughly as the cube of the maximum 
wind speed

• Katrina caused > 1300 deaths and > $130 billion in 
damage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hurricane Risk:Tropical cyclones account for the bulk of natural catastrophes in U.S. insurance losses.Risk assessment is vital to the insurance industry and to government disaster preparedness programs.Losses vary roughly as the cube of the maximum wind speed.Katrina caused more than 1300 deaths and more than $130 billion in damage.



Source:  Roger Pielke, Jr. 

Total U.S. Hurricane Damage 
by Decade

1010 = 10 billion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows the amount of damage done by hurricanes in the U.S. in each decade since 1900.  Note that the last decade on this graph was only half over when the graph was produced.  The only correction that had been made is for inflation, adjusting to 2004 dollars. Source of graph: Roger A. Pielke, Jr. (personal communication).  Roger A. Pielke, Jr. is a Professor in the Environmental Studies Program and a Fellow of the Cooperative Institute for Research in the Environmental Sciences (CIRES).  
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Presentation Notes
Historic and projected growth of Florida’s population from 1790 to 2030. Source of graph: U.S. Bureau of the Census (http://www.census.gov/).



Source:  Roger Pielke, Jr. 

Total Adjusted Damage in 2004

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows the amount of damage done by hurricanes in the U.S. in each decade since 1900 (similar to slide 20,  but adjustments have been made for changing population and wealth in coastal regions).  Source for graph: Roger A. Pielke, Jr. (Personal communication).  Roger A. Pielke, Jr. is a Professor in the Environmental Studies Program and a Fellow of the Cooperative Institute for Research in the Environmental Sciences (CIRES). 



Summary of U.S. Hurricane 
Damage Statistics

• >50% of all damage was caused by the top 5 
events, all category 4 and 5 storms

• >90% of all damage caused by storms of category 3 
and greater

• Category 3, 4 and 5 storms are only 13% of the total 
landfalling events; only 30 since 1870

• Landfalling storm statistics are grossly 
inadequate for assessing hurricane risk
∴

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary of U.S. Hurricane Damage Statistics:More than 50% of all damage was caused by the top 5 events, all category 4 and 5 storms.Over 90% of all damage caused by storms of category 3 and greater.Category 3, 4, and 5 storms are only 13% of the total landfalling events (only 30 since 1870).Therefore, landfalling storm statistics are grossly inadequate for assessing hurricane risk.



Observations of Changing 
Hurricane Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image: Hurricane Katrina - Hurricane Katrina regional imagery, 2005.08.28 at 1515Z. Centerpoint Latitude: 26:13:59N Longitude: 88:08:03W. Hurricane Katrina is moving west-northwest near 12 MPH.  A turn toward the northwest is expected over the next 24 hours.  Credit: US Dept of Commerce, NOAA, NESDIS (http://www.nnvl.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/index.cgi?page=items&ser=109663&large=1).



No Long-Term Trend in Frequency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph documents the annual number of tropical cyclones globally since 1970, the first year that meteorologists deem to have a complete satellite network.  Before 1970,  some storms that never made landfall or affected a ship were probably missed. 



Observed Variability and 
Trends in Atlantic Hurricanes

Note:  Atlantic storms constitute only 11% of 
global tropical cyclone activity



Annual Atlantic Storm Count
(Smoothed with a weighted filter)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph displays the annual number of tropical cyclones (including hurricanes and tropical storms) in the North Atlantic, beginning in 1870.  The curve has been smoothed to reduce the effect of year-to-year variations and bring out the variability on longer time scales.�



In Atlantic, the Frequency of Storms is Well Correlated 
with Tropical Atlantic Sea Surface Temperatures

Aug-Oct Sea Surface Temperatures (at key latitudes)
Annual Storm Count

r2=0.74 since 1970
(74% correlation)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same as the previous slide,  but the ocean surface temperature in a patch of the tropical North Atlantic between Africa and the Caribbean, during August-October, has been added (blue curve).  This ocean temperature has been multiplied by a constant to make it easier to compare to the annual storm frequency, and the curve has been smoothed as in the previous slide. �



Two Ways to Compare 
Hurricane Intensity

1. Power Dissipation Index:
0

3
maxPDI V dt

τ
≡ ∫

2. Storm Maximum Power 
Dissipation Index: ( )3

maxSPDI V≡ MAX

This is the estimated power produced by a hurricane

This is the cube of the peak wind speed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DefinitionsThe Power Dissipation Index (PDI) is a measure of the total amount of wind energy produced by hurricanes over their lifetimes.  This sums the maximum wind velocities, cubed, at each instant over the life of the storm.The Storm Maximum Power Dissipation Index (SPDI) is simply the cube of the maximum wind speed that occurs over the lifetime of each storm.  This cubes the peak wind velocity of the storm.



Change of Hurricane Intensity in the 20th Century

(Smoothed with a weighted filter)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows the PDI of hurricanes in the 20th century to represent the change of hurricane intensity.  This curve has been smoothed as in the previous slides.  The hurricane wind speed data used to make this graph are considered unreliable prior to 1948, the year that aircraft surveillance of hurricanes began. 



Atlantic Sea Surface Temperatures and 
Storm Max PDI

(Smoothed with a weighted filter)

Aug-Oct Sea Surface Temperatures (at key latitudes)
Atlantic Storm Max PDI

r2=0.83 since 1970
(83% correlation)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph is similar to the previous graph,  but the ocean surface temperature has been added for comparison.  The low value of storm power in the early 1940s is thought to be due to the lack of reports from ships at sea because of the radio silence imposed during WWII. �



Atlantic PDI 
(Smoothed with a weighted filter)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows the PDI of hurricanes to represent the change of hurricane intensity focusing on the post-1970 years.  This curve has been smoothed as in the previous slides.  



North Atlantic PDI and Sea 
Surface Temperatures

(Smoothed with a weighted filter)

r2=0.88 
(88% correlation)

Aug-Oct Tropical Sea Surface Temperatures
North Atlantic PDI
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph adds ocean surface temperature to the previous graph for comparison.



Why is Global Hurricane 
Activity Changing?

• Global frequency of events constant, but

• Intensity is increasing

• Duration is increasing

• Frequency is increasing in the Atlantic (11% 
of global total)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How is global hurricane activity changing? Hurricane intensity and duration are both increasing.  Global frequency of hurricane events is constant, but frequency is increasing in the Atlantic (11% of global total).  Why is global hurricane activity changing?  



First Need to Know How 
Hurricanes Work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image: Hurricane Katrina - Hurricane Katrina regional imagery, 2005.08.28 at 1515Z. Centerpoint Latitude: 26:13:59N Longitude: 88:08:03W. Hurricane Katrina is moving west-northwest near 12 MPH.  A turn toward the northwest is expected over the next 24 hours.  Credit: US Dept of Commerce, NOAA, NESDIS (http://www.nnvl.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/index.cgi?page=items&ser=109663&large=1).



Cross-section through a Hurricane & Energy Production

Air loses energy

eye edge

Low entropy (temperature)
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Air spirals inward and gains 
energy from the ocean

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structurally, a tropical cyclone is a large, rotating system of clouds, wind, and thunderstorms.  Its primary energy source is the release of the heat of condensation from water vapor condensing at high altitudes, the heat ultimately derived from the sun.  Therefore, a tropical cyclone can be thought of as a giant vertical heat engine supported by mechanics driven by physical forces such as the rotation and gravity of the earth. This figure shows the hurricane as a Carnot heat engine.  This two-dimensional plot of the thermodynamic cycle shows a vertical cross section of the hurricane, whose storm center lies along the left edge.  Colors depict the entropy distribution; cooler colors indicate lower entropy.  The process mainly responsible for driving the storm is the evaporation of seawater, which transfers energy from sea to air.  As a result of that transfer, air spirals inward from A to B and acquires entropy at a constant temperature.  It then undergoes an adiabatic expansion from B to C as it ascends (rises) within the storm’s eyewall.  Far from the storm center, symbolically between C and D, it exports infrared (IR) radiation to space and so loses the entropy it acquired from the sea.  The depicted compression is very nearly isothermal.  Between D and A the air undergoes an adiabatic compression, completing the fourth leg of the Carnot heat engine cycle.DefinitionsHeat of condensation, also known as latent heat of condensation, is the heat released when a vapor changes state to a liquid. The Carnot heat engine uses a particular thermodynamic cycle studied by Nicolas Léonard Sadi Carnot in the 1820s and expanded upon by Thomas Benoit in the 1840s and 50s.  A heat engine is an engine that uses heat to produce mechanical work by carrying a working substance through a cyclic process (from and for more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnot_heat_engine). A thermodynamic cycle is a procedure in which one form of energy is in part converted to another form.  A thermodynamic cycle requires, (1) a supply of incoming energy; (2) a working substance, usually a gas or vapor; (3) a mechanism in which the processes or phases can be carried through sequentially; and (4) a thermodynamic sink to which the residual heat can be rejected.  The cycle itself is a repetitive series of operations.In thermodynamics, entropy is the measure of disorganization in a system that reduces available energy.  For a change of state (e.g., liquid to gas), the change in entropy, dS, equals the change in heat absorbed, dQ, divided by the temperature measured in Kelvin.  For example, the melting of ice (a change in state) involves a gain of heat and a resulting increase in entropy.  Ice, an ordered crystalline solid, absorbs heat and changes to a more disordered liquid.  During evaporation, water is transformed to an even more disordered (higher entropy) state, gaseous water vapor. Evaporation, also called vaporization, is the physical process by which a liquid or solid is transformed to the gaseous state; the opposite of condensation. Adiabatic refers to changes in temperature caused by the expansion (cooling) or compression (warming) of a body of air as it rises or descends in the atmosphere, with no exchange of heat with the surrounding air.Isothermal means to have equal or constant temperature with respect to either space or time (from and for more information www.4wx.com/glossary/i.php).The second law of thermodynamics, states that the total entropy of any isolated thermodynamic system tends to increase over time, approaching a maximum value; and so, by implication, the entropy of the universe (i.e. the system and its surroundings), assumed as an isolated system, tends to increase. Sources:Answers.com (www.answers.com/topic/thermodynamic-cycle).Arctic Climatology and Meteorology (http://nsidc.org/arcticmet/glossary/infrared_radiation.html).BBC Weather Glossary (www.bbc.co.uk/weather/weatherwise/glossary/).Dictionary by Labor Law Talk (http://dictionary.laborlawtalk.com/infrared_radiation).Emanuel, K. A., 2005: Divine Wind: The history and science of hurricanes. Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 304 pp. Glossary of Meteorology (http://amsglossary.allenpress.com/glossary/browse?s=h&p=9).Lake and Water Glossary (http://www.bioquaticsupply.com/html/lkword_h.htm). National Weather Service (August 2001). Hurricanes... Unleashing Nature's Fury: A Preparedness Guide. NOAA. Weather Information Center (www.4wx.com/glossary/i.php).Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnot_heat_engine, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricanes, and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entropy).Image:  Annual Cycle of Tropical Cyclones.  Adapted from Emanuel, K. A., 2005: Divine Wind: The history and science of hurricanes. Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 304 pp.  Copyrighted 2005 by Oxford University Press. 



Energy Cycle gives Maximum 
Wind Speed that can be 
Sustained in Hurricanes

• Magnitude of the greenhouse effect
• Sea surface temperature
• Temperature in the lower stratosphere
• Average speed of the trade winds within 

which hurricanes form

This depends on:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Factors that contribute to sustaining maximum wind speeds include:Magnitude of the greenhouse effectSea surface temperatureTemperature in the lower stratosphereAverage speed of the trade winds within which hurricanes form



Atlantic Sea Surface Temperatures and 
Storm Max PDI

(Smoothed with a weighted filter)

Aug-Oct Sea Surface Temperatures (at key latitudes)
Atlantic Storm Max PDI

r2=0.83 since 1970
(83% correlation)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the same figure as in Slide 31.Increases in sea surface temperature have occurred.  Our understanding of the relationship between sea surface temperature and maximum wind speed suggests that maximum wind speeds should have increased, too. 



What is Causing Changes in 
the Tropical Sea Surface 

Temperature?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image: Hurricane Katrina - Hurricane Katrina regional imagery, 2005.08.28 at 1515Z. Centerpoint Latitude: 26:13:59N Longitude: 88:08:03W. Hurricane Katrina is moving west-northwest near 12 MPH.  A turn toward the northwest is expected over the next 24 hours.  Credit: US Dept of Commerce, NOAA, NESDIS (http://www.nnvl.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/index.cgi?page=items&ser=109663&large=1).



Atlantic Sea Surface Temperatures and
Surface Temperature

Aug-Oct Sea Surface Temperatures (at key latitudes)
Aug-Oct HADCRU NH Surface Temperature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What you are looking at is the tropical North Atlantic ocean temperature (in blue), as before but smoothed over 10 years, compared to the average surface temperature of the whole Northern Hemisphere, including land (in green), both for the months August-October. �Late summer – early fall tropical North Atlantic sea surface temperature is highly correlated with Northern Hemisphere surface temperature (including land).



What is Controlling Northern 
Hemisphere Surface 

Temperature?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image: Hurricane Katrina - Hurricane Katrina regional imagery, 2005.08.28 at 1515Z. Centerpoint Latitude: 26:13:59N Longitude: 88:08:03W. Hurricane Katrina is moving west-northwest near 12 MPH.  A turn toward the northwest is expected over the next 24 hours.  Credit: US Dept of Commerce, NOAA, NESDIS (http://www.nnvl.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/index.cgi?page=items&ser=109663&large=1).



Northern hemisphere surface temperature (and 
late summer-early fall tropical Atlantic sea 
surface temperature) represents a linear 
combination of global warming and aerosol 
cooling

Mann and Emanuel 2006 

Hypothesis about Why the Northern 
Hemisphere Differs from the Globe:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mann and Emanuel’s Hypothesis about Why the Northern Hemisphere Differs from the Globe (2006):Northern hemisphere surface temperature (and late summer-early fall tropical Atlantic sea surface temperature) represents a linear combination of global warming and aerosol cooling.



Tropical Atlantic SST(blue), Global Mean 
Surface Temperature (red), 

Aerosol Forcing (aqua)

Global Mean Surface T

MDR SST

Aerosol forcing

Mann, M. E., and K. A. Emanuel, 2006. Atlantic hurricane trends linked to climate change. EOS, 87, 233-244.
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Presentation Notes
Analyses of sea surface temperature (SST) series that have been decadally smoothed August-September-October (ASO) main development region(MDR) sea surface temperature (SST) series T(t) and estimated components for both (1) univariate regression and (2) bivariate regression (for more information see ftp://texmex.mit.edu/pub/emanuel/PAPERS/EOS_mann_emanuel_2006.pdf).DefinitionsUnivariate statistics includes all statistical techniques for analyzing a single variable of interest.Bivariate regression is a procedure of deriving a mathematical relationship, in the form of an equation, between a single metric dependent variable and a single metric independent variable.Sources: Applied Multivariate Statistical Analysis (www.stat.psu.edu/~rathbun/stat505/slides/Intro.pdf#search=%22define%20univariate%20%22).Malhotra, N. K., 2006: Marketing Research: An Applied Orientation, Fifth Edition. Prentice Hall, 864 pp.Mann, M. E., and K. A. Emanuel, 2006: Atlantic hurricane trends linked to climate change. EOS, 87, 233-244.Image: Tropical Atlantic SST(blue), Global Mean Surface Temperature (red), Aerosol Forcing (aqua).  Credit:  Mann, M. E., and K. A. Emanuel, 2006: Atlantic hurricane trends linked to climate change. EOS, 87, 233-244.�



Best Fit Linear Combination of Global 
Warming and Aerosol Forcing (red) 
versus Tropical Atlantic SST (blue)

MDR SST

Global mean T
+ aerosol forcing

Mann, M. E., and K. A. Emanuel, 2006. Atlantic hurricane trends linked to climate change. EOS, 87, 233-244.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph show the results of a bivariate statistical model based on the sum of both regression components shown in the previous slide.  Shown also is the fit of the regression model based on the restricted interval 1870–1969 and the prediction of T(t) over the subsequent 30 years (1970–1999) based on that regression model (for more information see ftp://texmex.mit.edu/pub/emanuel/PAPERS/EOS_mann_emanuel_2006.pdf).�Source: Mann, M. E., and K. A. Emanuel, 2006: Atlantic hurricane trends linked to climate change. EOS, 87, 233-244.Image: Best Fit Linear Combination of Global Warming and Aerosol Forcing (red) versus Tropical Atlantic SST (blue).  Credit: Mann, M. E., and K. A. Emanuel, 2006: Atlantic hurricane trends linked to climate change. EOS, 87, 233-244.



Scientific Basis of the 
“Natural Cycles” Story

The Atlantic Multi-Decadal Oscillation (AMO)



The AMO is a Pattern of Sea 
Surface Temperature

“Main development 
region”

High-latitude North 
Atlantic

S. B.  Goldenberg et al., 2001. Science, 293, 474-479
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Presentation Notes
The Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO) is thought to be a natural cycle of the Atlantic climate, affecting sea surface temperature, winds, and other quantities, including hurricanes.  This graphs shows the difference in ocean temperature between the top of the cycle and the bottom.�Image: The AMO and Sea Surface Temperatures.  Credit: Goldenberg, S. B., C. W. Landsea, A. M. Mestas-Nuñez, and W. M. Gray., 2001.  The recent increase in Atlantic hurricane activity: causes and implications. Science, 293, 474-479.



De-trended Aug-Oct 
Northern Hemisphere 
Surface Temperature
(Hadley Centre Global 
Surface Temperature Data)

Variation with Time of 
the Strength of the AMO 
(Goldenberg et al. 2001)

A                                               
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Presentation Notes
The “AMO” signal can be derived by merely “de-trending” the Northern Hemisphere mean surface temperature.Top image: De-trended Aug-Oct Northern Hemisphere Surface Temperature.  Source: Hadley Centre Global Surface Temperature Data.Bottom image: Variation with Time of the Strength of the AMO.  Credit: Goldenberg, S. B., C. W. Landsea, A. M. Mestas-Nuñez, and W. M. Gray., 2001. The recent increase in Atlantic hurricane activity: causes and implications. Science, 293, 474-479.



• Hurricanes are the worst natural disasters that 
affect the U.S.

• Hurricanes are almost perfect Carnot heat 
engines that make use of the thermodynamic 
disequilibrium between the tropical ocean and 
atmosphere, caused by the greenhouse effect

• Tropical cyclone intensity and duration are 
increasing worldwide, in concert with tropical 
ocean temperature

Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary:Hurricanes are the worst natural disasters that affect the U.S.Hurricanes are almost perfect Carnot heat engines that make use of the thermodynamic disequilibrium between the tropical ocean and atmosphere, caused by the greenhouse effect.Tropical cyclone intensity and duration are increasing worldwide, in concert with tropical ocean temperature.



Summary (contd.)

• In the Atlantic, the frequency, intensity and 
duration of events are all increasing in concert with 
tropical ocean temperature

• No evidence for natural multi-decadal “cycles” in 
late summer-early fall Tropical Atlantic SST or 
Atlantic TC activity; long-term trends and variability 
likely have arisen from forced climate change

• Changing tropical cyclone activity may eventually 
affect the ocean’s thermohaline circulation, 
moderating tropical warming but accelerating high 
latitude warming
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Presentation Notes
Summary (continued)In the Atlantic, the frequency, intensity and duration of events are all increasing in concert with tropical ocean temperature.There is no evidence for natural multi-decadal “cycles” in late summer-early fall Tropical Atlantic sea surface temperatures or Atlantic tropical cyclone activity.  Long-term trends and variability are likely have arisen from forced climate change.Changing tropical cyclone activity may eventually affect the ocean’s thermohaline circulation, moderating tropical warming but accelerating high latitude warming.DefinitionsThermohaline circulation (THC) is a three-dimensional pattern of ocean circulation driven by wind, heat, and salinity that is an important component of the ocean-atmosphere climate system.  In the Atlantic, winds transport warm tropical surface water northward where it cools, becomes more dense, and sinks into the deep ocean, at which point it reverses direction and migrates back to the tropics, where it eventually warms and returns to the surface.  This cycle is a major mechanism for the global transport of heat, and thus has an important influence on the climate.  Global warming is projected to increase sea surface temperatures, which may slow the THC by reducing the sinking of cold water in the North Atlantic.  In addition, ocean salinity also influences water density, and thus decreases in sea surface salinity from the melting of ice caps and glaciers may also slow the THC.   Source: PEW Center on Global Climate Change (www.pewclimate.org/global-warming-basics/full_glossary/terms_s.cfm).
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Dr. Kerry A. Emanuel
Professor of Atmospheric Science, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Dr. Kerry A. Emanuel is one of the world's leading authorities on hurricanes. He is a professor in 
the Program in Atmospheres, Oceans, and Climate in the Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and 
Planetary Sciences at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), where he received his 
Ph.D. degree in Meteorology. He became a member of the MIT faculty in 1981 after 3 years at the 
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). He is a fellow of the American Meteorological 
Society and a member of the National Research Council’s Board on Atmospheric Sciences and 
Climate. His research focuses on tropical meteorology and climate, with a specialty in hurricane 
physics. His work in air-sea interaction in tropical cyclones is well regarded among the 
meteorological community.

Dr. Emanuel has an extensive list of publications that include two books and more than 100 peer-
reviewed scientific papers. His new book, Divine Wind: The History and Science of Hurricanes, 
was named one of the top twenty science books of 2005 by Discover magazine. In this book, he 
explains how tropical climates give rise to the most powerful storms in the world. TIME magazine 
named Dr. Emanuel one of the 100 most influential people for 2006 for his latest research, 
published in a recent issue of the journal Nature, which correlates the greater increasing hurricane 
intensity with human-induced global warming.
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Presentation Notes
Dr. Kerry A. Emanuel is one of the world's leading authorities on hurricanes. He is a professor in the Program in Atmospheres, Oceans, and Climate in the Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), where he received his Ph.D. degree in Meteorology. He became a member of the MIT faculty in 1981 after 3 years at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). He is a fellow of the American Meteorological Society and a member of the National Research Council’s Board on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate. His research focuses on tropical meteorology and climate, with a specialty in hurricane physics. His work in air-sea interaction in tropical cyclones is well regarded among the meteorological community.Dr. Emanuel has an extensive list of publications that include two books and more than 100 peer-reviewed scientific papers. His new book, Divine Wind: The History and Science of Hurricanes, was named one of the top twenty science books of 2005 by Discover magazine. In this book, he explains how tropical climates give rise to the most powerful storms in the world. TIME magazine named Dr. Emanuel one of the 100 most influential people for 2006 for his latest research, published in a recent issue of the journal Nature, which correlates the greater increasing hurricane intensity with human-induced global warming.
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